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By Carrie Manning

For the past quarter-century, sub-Saharan Africa has been an arena of political, economic, and

social transitions. Different trajectories have been pursued in its 49 states. The reflections of a

new generation of Africa scholars, who have built their careers tracing these developments, will

increasingly be featured in AfricaPlus.[1] Carrie Manning is a member of this cohort of scholars

who possess a deep understanding of the dynamics in play, great knowledge of the political

actors, and are fully aware of the pertinent theoretical issues.
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Mozambique represents a striking model of peace building and democracy. Armed struggle

against Portuguese rule was succeeded by a civil war fanned by the South African apartheid

regime. Externally-facilitated peace talks resulted in two decades of imperfect democratization.

These experiences, in which the losing party in the civil war, the Mozambique National

Resistance (Renamo), has been a subordinate participant in state and democratic institutions,

contrasts with that of Angola where the armed opposition, The National Union for the Total

Independence of Angola (UNITA), was forcefully eliminated. In view of its ever-growing

resource wealth, vast land acreage, a liberalized economy, and fitful democracy-, peace-, and

state-building, the evolution of Mozambique merits close attention. It shows how post-conflict

electoral politics has been complemented by consociational norms of consultation, compromise,

and inclusion. The recent slaying of a prominent lawyer echoes similar incidents in Botswana

where the struggle for political power is also exacerbated by natural resource wealth and the

plentiful spoils of economic growth.

Since the end of the Cold War in 1990, “liberal peacebuilding” has dominated post-conflict

politics. Liberal peacebuilding privileges electoral politics in the negotiation of political

agreements. There has been much debate over the effectiveness of this approach in generating

peace and democracy. In most cases in which civil wars ended in 1990 or later, provisions were

made for the conversion of armed opposition groups into political parties. They participated in

the founding elections and continue to do so. Moreover, they have performed relatively well,

gaining representation in the national legislature about a quarter of the time, and averaging

around 20% of the legislative seats.[2]
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Former President Armando Guebuza of Frelimo, who served from 2005-2015

To point to the consistency and longevity of post-conflict institutional arrangements is not to say

that there are many democratic success stories. It does suggest, however, that ex-belligerents

have often adapted themselves to regular, periodic electoral contests. While the democratic

results have varied, norms and patterns of electoral politics, though falling short of liberal

democracy, have nonetheless influenced the expectations of political actors. They have also

shaped citizens’ evaluations of state legitimacy even in cases when conflict resumed.

The Peace-Conflict Cycle

The case of Mozambique, where armed conflict resumed after more than twenty years of

peace, demonstrates this point. The resumption of armed conflict in 2013-14, and the way it

was resolved, suggest that the original peace settlement –  and its initial reinforcement by

outside actors – has influenced the expectations of opposition elites and citizens regarding the

legitimacy of the political settlements. Indeed, these expectations played a powerful role in the

system’s survival, and in ending the renewed conflict. These expectations center on regular

electoral competition that is transparent and accompanied by civil liberties.
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Mozambique was an early success story for liberal peacebuilding. In October 1992, a

negotiated peace agreement ended sixteen years of civil war. The implementation of this

agreement was overseen by a U.N. Observer Mission, UNOMOZ, in conjunction with the

country’s major donors. The first multiparty elections in October 1994 marked the end of the

formal transition process. Two decades of peace and four consecutive general and municipal

elections followed. During this period, even peaceful demonstrations were unusual and violent

ones rare. The former armed opposition group, Renamo, has participated in every presidential

and legislative election and most municipal contests.

 

In April 2013, however, violent conflict erupted between Renamo and the government. An

agreement in September 2014 following negotiations enabled the fifth general elections to take

place the following month. New natural resource discoveries, changes in inter-party political

dynamics, incomplete enactment of parts of the peace agreement, and Renamo’s enduring

organizational weaknesses all contributed to this outcome. But what is evident from the ending

of this conflict was how deeply the norms of political interaction had become established during

the first peacebuilding phase.

Mozambique’s peace implementation process had the usual challenges deriving from mutual

mistrust and differing interpretations of provisions of the accord, but these were resolved

because of consistent attention by international actors. These included differences over the

employment of Renamo’s civilian personnel in state administration in rebel-held zones, and the

composition of the National Election Commission (CNE).[3] These and other issues, like

security sector reform and the integration of the bodyguard of Renamo’s leader, Afonso

Dhlakama, and other security forces into the police, occasionally prompted recriminations or
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demands for renewed negotiations. Generally speaking, both sides were satisfied enough to

avoid resorting to violence to alter the settlement. Perhaps most important, donors were willing

to fund and monitor the first election and, to a lesser extent, subsequent elections. International

actors therefore served as effective guarantors of the transition to electoral politics.

Though both major political parties embraced electoral politics, they were reluctant to have their

fate depend entirely on the outcome of elections. From the beginning, Renamo saw

participation in elections as necessary but not sufficient political instruments. It expected

elections to be supplemented by consultation and negotiation between the two major parties

because it perceived the state as lacking the credibility to act as both contestant and referee.

The Front for the Liberation of Mozambique (Frelimo) for its part asserted its preference for

elections to determine the allocation of power, but it repeatedly rebuffed criticisms of the lack of

transparency and unfairness. In other words, acceptance of electoral politics by the ruling party

was based on the expectation that it would control voting processes and limit transparency and

oversight. Over time, both sides fell into a pattern in which elections resulted in opposition

protests. These were often followed by face-saving consultations between the party leadership,

which often did not produce changes in procedures or outcomes. These  exercises sufficed,

however, for restoring peace. During the first post-conflict decade, though Frelimo always

emerged as the victor, Renamo made a credible showing in the popular vote. This pattern,

together with post-election consultations, kept the opposition party from feeling entirely

marginalized – at least for a while.

Presidential election results, 1994-2014

Presidential
elections

1994 1999 2004 2009 2014

Frelimo 53.3 % 52.3% 63.7% 75.0% 57.0%

Renamo 33.7 47.7 31.7 16.4 36.6

Other Parties 13.0 0 4.6 8.6 (MDM) 6.36
(MDM)
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Parliamentary election results, 1994-2014

Legislative
elections

1994 1999 2004 2009 2014

Frelimo 129 seats 133 seats 160 seats 191 seats 144
seats

Renamo 112 117 90 51 89

Other parties 9 0 0 8 (MDM) 17
(MDM)

Party Dynamics and Renewed Conflict

After Frelimo’s candidate, Armando Emilio Guebuza, was elected President in 2004, interparty

dynamics began to change. A trend toward increasingly lopsided electoral wins by Frelimo was

accompanied by the abandonment by Frelimo’s leadership of any pretense of consultation or

consensus-building with the opposition.

In 2008, a new party, the Democratic Movement of Mozambique (MDM), was formed following

a dispute within Renamo. MDM attracted a significant share of Renamo’s mid-level party

leadership, including some of its parliamentary bench. MDM’s leader and presidential

candidate, Daviz Simango, performed well enough in the 2009 elections to alarm both major

parties. This development, plus the ever-increasing opportunities for rent-seeking from natural

resource discoveries, prompted Renamo and Frelimo to revisit the terms of the post-war

settlement. Renamo sought to turn back the clock, reassert its role as the government’s

“partner in peace”, and claim its share of national resources. This demand became doubly

important as other sources of Renamo’s income, such as a state financial allowance based on

seats in the legislature, were shrinking.
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In April 2013, Renamo threatened to disrupt commercial road and rail traffic to protest the

failure of protracted negotiations with the government over, most importantly, security sector

reform and election administration. The violence was reminiscent of the 1977-92 war with

Renamo attacking police stations and firing on civilian road traffic. By June, Renamo had

returned to the bush in central Mozambique and declared the 1992 Rome peace accord

defunct.

 

Feeling less constrained by foreign donors and more confident of its electoral prowess, Frelimo

initially responded with force. In the wake of new-found natural resources, and with the prospect

of more demands, the ruling party had stronger incentives to reject a return to the parity and

consensus that characterized the aftermath of peace negotiations. Bellicose rhetoric escalated

and lethal attacks were conducted by both sides. The violence persisted for another year.

At the same time, both sides continued to negotiate, this time without the formal involvement of

mediators whether foreign or domestic.[4] Negotiations to end the second conflict included

demands that certain unmet commitments for opposition inclusion – from as far back as the

1992 peace accord – be honored. The most important of these related to the integration of

Renamo’s paramilitary members into the national police and security force, and a return to the

election administration that involved greater oversight. Also included were new demands from

Renamo for a larger share of the now expanding national wealth.
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Renamo leader Afonso Dhlakama

In February, the government agreed to amend the law on election administration to return to an

administrative structure that involved more balanced representation of government and

Renamo representatives. In September 2014, Dhlakama emerged from the bush – escorted to

the capital, Maputo, by several Western ambassadors — and announced that his party would

participate in the country’s fifth general elections the following month.

After the vote, Dhlakama and his party dismissed the elections as fraudulent and announced

their intention to boycott the national legislature and provincial assemblies. Dhlakama

threatened to divide the country and create a shadow government in the central and northern

provinces. This was a familiar refrain — the same rhetoric Renamo deployed after nearly every

election since 1994. This time, Frelimo also returned to its established pattern, which had been

briefly interrupted by President Guebuza’s less tolerant attitude towards political opposition. The

newly-elected President of the Republic, Filipe Nyusi (Frelimo), agreed to discuss Renamo’s

demands and, on the surface at least, he has been more accommodating than Guebuza. In

response to Dhlakama’s demand for autonomous provinces, he invited the opposition leader to

submit a bill to parliament, while making no commitment that such a bill would get past the
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Frelimo majority. Moreover, while Guebuza is no longer president, he remains head of the

ruling party and thus retains considerable influence.

In the end, Frelimo’s internal dynamics – and how they shape its responses to events – will

likely be decisive for the country’s democratic future. As the only party ever to govern

independent Mozambique, it has the most to lose. Political inclusion now means losing control

over the natural resource boom and the spoils of the country’s strong postwar economic growth.

Not everyone sees political inclusion as a desirable goal. On March 3, 2015, gunmen murdered

prominent constitutional lawyer Gilles Cistac on a crowded street during morning rush hour

in the capital, Maputo. Cistac had recently stated that Renamo’s demands for provincial

autonomy did not necessarily contravene Mozambique’s constitution. In response, he received

explicit threats on social media. Cistac’s killers remain at large and all parties have condemned

his slaying. His death serves as a reminder that, in spite of the ending of the most recent

outbreak of armed conflict, “strategic violence” remains part of the political equation in

Mozambique.[5]

The bright thread running through the country’s politics is mineral wealth. It helps explain both

the return to armed conflict as well as the ending of that conflict. Reuters reported that, the

week after the October 2014 election, 15 new onshore sites for gas and oil exploration were

opened. It also underscores the high stakes of Renamo’s demands for autonomous provinces.

Production has only just begun in some of the world’s most significant untapped reserves of

natural gas and coal. Analysts believe coal and natural gas could double the country’s per

capita wealth.[6] Much of the natural resource wealth is in the center and north, areas of strong

political support for Renamo.

Voters to Citizens?

What makes these events more than just a story about inter-elite negotiation is that, even

though Renamo initiated the resumed conflict in 2013, polls, newspaper accounts, and the

election results show that the public did not assign all or even most of the blame for renewed

conflict to it. Instead, many voices were raised during the second conflict episode – from

independent media sources to respected academics and longtime ruling party supporters –

 castigating the government for failing to honor the post-conflict norms of inclusion and

compromise. Moreover, the 2015 election results showed that voters did not hold Renamo

alone responsible for renewed violence. Dhlakama’s vote share surpassed immediate postwar
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levels and more than doubled in the most recent election, though falling short of its high point in

1999 of 48%. The party won 89 seats in the national legislature in 2014, up from 51 in 2009.

And the upstart party, MDM, won 6% of the presidential vote in 2014 and 17 seats in the

legislature.

These results provide evidence that citizens’ notions of state legitimacy have begun to include

the norms of political inclusion on which Renamo has historically insisted. And the

government’s response – to return to a model of elections plus consultation and bargaining –

suggests that it too acknowledged these same expectations about how politics should be

conducted.[7]

Lessons Learned

To what extent does the Mozambique experience demonstrate the influence of liberal

peacebuilding? The return to violence was clearly part of a strategic bargaining process in

which Renamo sought to reprise its role as a military force. In so doing, it hoped to regain

political relevance and restore the pattern of politics that had served the party well. Significantly

in 1992 and 2014, Renamo placed political and economic inclusion at the center of its

demands. These demands reflect a tacit acceptance of democratic politics as the legitimate

basis of the Mozambican state. In 2014, they also reflected dissatisfaction over the substantive

outcome of democratic politics during the previous two decades.

MDM and important sectors of civil society further seek to reshape the terms of the peace

settlement by getting a significant role for non-belligerents in the political arena. By arguing that

all parties must accept democratic politics as the basis of the state, it is not being suggested

here that they are committed democrats or that Mozambique is becoming a consolidated

democracy. Instead a modest but important proposition is advanced:  political inclusion along

democratic lines has become a fundamental understanding of the major political parties in

Mozambique.

The violence-assisted bargaining that Mozambicans experienced in 2013-14 did not seek to

change the underlying principles of the 1992 peace settlement. Rather, they were revisited to

have them reflect twenty years of political practice and successive economic windfalls. Renamo

demanded the depoliticization of state institutions, – or perhaps equal political representation in

those institutions – since the state has remained under the control of the ruling party. However

weak Renamo’s commitment might be to the core values of democracy, Mozambique’s
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imperfect democratization has shaped its political demands and fostered wider social support

for them.

Successive elections have produced in MDM a viable opposition party whose route to power

lies in greater democracy. Media and civil society groups have become more independent and

outspoken in their criticisms of government corruption and intolerance. Inter-party competition

has also highlighted tensions within the ruling party and placed constraints on the autocratic

prerogatives of its principal leader.

The introduction of electoral competition in 1994 changed the form of politics, but it has not yet

succeeded in transforming the state, which remains the province of the ruling party. The

experience of Mozambique suggests that, if democratic politics is to make a positive

contribution to post-conflict state-building, it will have to go well beyond competition for

power via elections to address contenders’ and citizens’ understanding of the state and its role

vis-à-vis society. If democratic politics unfolds alongside a state that continues to serve

partisans rather than citizens, efforts to build state capacity will only reinforce a logic of

exclusion and constrict avenues for change by political means.

 

Dr. Carrie Manning is a professor and chair of the political science

department at Georgia State University. Her work focuses on post-

conflict peacebuilding and democratization with a particular focus on

southern Africa, especially Mozambique and Angola.
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